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ABSTRACT

Tapping operation which refers to production of internal threads forms an integral part of any machine
shop and it is intended to provide semi permanent fastening to the components of product so as to lend
themselves for repairs and replacements. Though various methods of internal threading are available
such as internal threading by milling, grinding or forming but internal threading by metal cutting which
employs a tapping tool is indeed the mostly used for products where accuracy forms the base of
evaluation. Last few decades have seen the growth of automobile industries and has resulted in
development of its allied operations of which tapping is one of the crucial operation performed. The
conventional tapping operation which surely involves rotating the tool and feeding past the pre drilled
hole to create the contours called as internal threads and this is followed by withdrawal of tapping tool
by reversing it with aid of rotational energy. The present paper attempts to design and analyze a tapping
tool which will have no requirement of reversing of tool at the end of cutting operation which is
essentially done by changing the design of conventional solid tap. The solid tapping tool is divided into
two parts along the longitudinal axis and a mechanism is prompted to give the two parts actuation which
would shrink at the end of cutting operation to be dragged out of hole without damaging the machined
surface and providing the diametrical flexibility to engulf other diameters to be machined. This tapping
tool with diametrical flexibility is designed in CAD tool named as CATIA V5 and efficiently analyzed by
using FEA technique which is the working phenomenon for ANSYS.
Keywords: Tapping Tool, Analysis, FEA
Introduction
Generation of internal threads by metal cutting is generally done by employing tapping tool of the form
which is similar to form of thread to be generated. The tapping tool is provided the necessary torque for
cutting by using lathe machine, drilling machine and CNC turning centres which provide the necessary
cutting action by the edges of tapping during feeding of tapping tool across the pre drilled hole. The
removal of tapping tool is assured by anticlockwise rotation of spindle which holds the tool and
considerably accounts for energy and time for operation of tapping. In this project the conventional
tapping tool is divided into two parts which retain cutting edges two on each side so as to shrink in size or
collapse at the end of cutting of internal threads which would facilitate easy withdrawal of tapping tool
without reversing the same. Computers employing microelectronics technology are called for aiding the
geometric modeling of system which would provide the actuation in terms of diametrical flexibility to the
two parts of tapping tool employed for cutting. This tool in two parts is subjected to torque due to cutting
action and this analyzed under the view of structural analysis which has become an indispensible part of
evaluation system used for validation of design .Geometrically modeled tapping tool in CATIA V5 is
subjected to tapping torque acting on it and the shear stress results are calculated by FEA software named
as ANSYS which are compared with the shear stress acting on the solid tap employed in conventional
tapping to provide a platform for evaluation and validation of design.
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Conventional Tapping On Drilling Machines

Fig.no.1. Conventional Tapping on Drilling machine.
Tapping operation is carried on drilling machine conventionally by holding the tap in the spindle which
while rotating in horizontal plane moves vertically in downward direction past the work piece to generate
internal threads. Depending upon the material of work piece the torque is acting on the tapping tool which
is resisting in nature and has the effect of damaging out the cutting edges of tapping tool. Tapping tool is
available in form of three geometries namely the plug tap , taper tap and bottom tap among which bottom
tap is used to tap the blind holes by machine tapping. During each tapping operation the tap is to be
reversed for its removal from machined surface and for various diameters of holes various tap are
employed which requires considerable amount of time in form of installation new tap size. Moreover
tapping operation is complex in nature due to the fact that the tool it employs is brittle in nature which
leads to tap breakage in the pre drilled hole and thus it poses a serious problem as tapping is the last
operation mainly carried out on product to be assembled and thus any error would render the previous
work done as wastage and lead to failure of product. To overcome this problems the conventional design
of tapping tool is subjected to a change of diametrical flexibility which owes its function to the feature of
dividing the tool into two parts and actuating the same by aid of actuation member fastened by spring and
actuation done through lead screw for efficient movement of tapping bits to set the diameter.

Research Problem Definition
The present work provides an insight of the mechanism involving the actuation of tapping tool with
diametrical flexibility by the help of lead screw arrangement and this is studied by taking into
consideration the tree tap sizes of M24, M26 and M28 which are successively varied to perform cutting
operation on work piece of aluminium. The torque ratings for the tap with collapsibility are to be
compared with the solid tap torque rating so as the get the view of cutting in terms of tap failure.
Methodology
1] To induce the feature of collapsibility in the working of tap by providing it the diametrical flexibility.
2] To vary the diameter of tap in certain range to provide different tap diameter with same tap.
3] To design an adapter enclosing the arrangement of diametrical flexibility to provide the same.
4] To regain the original diameter after collapsing the tap at the end of cutting operation.
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5] To analyze the torque acting on tap at diameter of 24mm, 26mm and 28mm to compare them with the
standard torque requirement of solid taps.
Geometric Modelling In CATIA V5
1] The actuation system for two bits of tapping tool are geometrically modeled by invoking CATIA V5
software. The number of components are each modeled using part modeling module of CATIA V5 and
then assembled by subjecting the various components to bottom- up assembling method employed in
assembly module of software. Various components modeled and subsequently assembled as final product
can be illustrated here
2] The first component to be modeled is in shape of disc of thickness 8mm and diameter of 70mm with a
diametrical slot of 54mm x 10 mm to support the member to hold the bits of tap .

Fig.no.2. Geometric Modeling of Disc with slot
3] The next part modeling deals with geometrically designing the subassembly employed for actuation by
tapping bits assembly. This subassembly consist of various components such as block for holding the
tap bits, actuation member , spring , handle , tap bits and lead screw . The block for holding the
tapping bits and actuation member are modeled as single component as they do not have any relative
motion against each other and consequently assembled with other components which are individually
modeled to give the following subassembly of system.

Fig.no.3. Geometric Modeling of Subassembly for Actuation of Tapping Bits.
4] The last component is a cylindrical shaped pipe of internal diameter 70 mm and thickness of 5mm
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placed on the disc having slot and bolted to the previous subassembly by nut and bolt fastening. The pipe
is of length 170mm and contains a disc bolted at its upper end. The upper disc is bearing a sleeve
possessing a Morse taper of 3 to be push fitted to the drilling machine having spindle rotating in
horizontal plane.

Fig.no.4. Geometric Modeling of Pipe

5] All the components and subassemblies modeled previously are assembled as single product to provide
the design of tapping tool with diametrical flexibility. The constraint provided are geometrical
constraint which are used to define the relation of various components with each other as shown
below.

Fig.no.5. Assembly of the system
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Working of System
The system for diametrical flexibility with is various components is modeled and assembled according
to their geometric relations with each other in a CAD tool. The section view of assembly of system
shows the various components. It can be seen from the view that the actuation member holding the
tapping bits are connected through a circular spring and the holding block for tapping bits rests on the
circular disc of slot having diameter of 70 mm. The lead screw provides the actuation force through
the movement of spindle to contract or expand the tapping bits in diametrically inward and outward
direction. The lead screw is fixed to one of actuation member on left side and when force acts on left
actuation member it gives equal and opposite reaction to actuation member on right side through
spring and thus the alignment of both the actuation member and consequently both the tapping bits
remain same from central axis and variation occurs in diameter which allows it to contract for
collapsibility of tap and to engulf the various sizes as they are M24, M26 and M28 in this work. The
assembly is push fitted in the spindle of drilling machine and rotated past the pre drilled holed to
create internal threads and at the completion of cutting operation the handle is pressed which
compress the bits in radially inward direction to collapse the size of bit and withdraw the tool from the
hole without reversing.

Fig.no.6. Section View of System
1 – Spring
3- Lead screw
5- Actuating member
7- Collapsible Tap
9- Sleeve

2- Handle
4- Spindle for lead screw
6- Block for holding the tap
8- Bolt
10- Disc

Design Analysis Of System
1] The adaptive design for diametrical flexibility of tapping tool proposed here can be analyzed with a view
of torque acting on the tapping tool. The torque acting on tapping tool is dependent on the material of
work piece, geometrical complexity of tap and alignment with the pre drilled hole. This torque is the
result of resistance force acting tangentially to the teeth of tapping tool as shown in figure below and it
results into breakage or chipping of the teeth of tapping tool which in turn disposes the tapping tool as
waste material.
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Fig.no.8. Forces acting on Tapping Tool
2] The solid tapping tool which is lacking the diametrical flexibility is subjected to torque which is
calculated by an empirical relation which takes into account the diameter of hole to be tapped and the
material of the work piece which is aluminium in this case. This machining conditions remains same
for tapping tool with diametrical flexibility and thus the solid tap and tap with diametrical flexibility
are subjected to same torque conditions but the results which is in terms of maximum principal stress
is used to demarcate the design of two tools for validating the same. The experimental values of torque
acting on solid tapping tool are given by the empirical relation provided by Taflet tool Co. which are
used to calculate the shear stress acting on tapping tool of diameter 24mm, 26mm and 28 mm.
Torque= 0.0491x K x E x P
Where K= coefficient of material to be machined which is equal to 0.4 for aluminium
E = Basic pitch diameter of tap hole
P = thread pitch of tap

Where , T= torque acting on member
J = Polar moment of inertia =
x
C= Modulus of rigidity, Ө= angle of twist L= length of member subjected to torsion
τ = shear stress x = distance of neutral axis from the point of application of load.
According to maximum principal stress theory the maximum principal stress is given by
Here σx = σy =0 and τxy = shear stress due to moment

Table.no.1. Torque and Shear Stress on Solid Tapping Tool
TAP SIZE
IN MM

TORQUE in Nm

24

4.7068 x

MAX
PRINCIPL
E STRESS
in N/
1.73

26
28

5.09912 x
5.2952 x

1.477
1.370

3] The tapping tool with diametrical flexibility when subjected to torque is analyzed in FEA tool which is
ANSYS and the results of shear stress are calculated by consecutively meshing the assembly of tap
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bits and subjecting it to given torque values calculated by using empirical relation . The shear stress
results are shown in following figures below.

Fig.no.9 Meshing of Tapping tool with Daimetrical Flexibility

Fig.no.10 Nodal Solution of M24 Tapping Tool

Fig.no.11 Nodal Solution of M26 Tapping tool
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Fig.no.12 Nodal Solution of M28 Tapping tool

Results And Comparison
1] The process of designing and analyzing the system with relevant parameters of study is followed by
inferences generated by evaluation process of the data obtained during the process of analysis The
results calculated can be drawn on the lines of effect of torque which is shear stress in this case. The
various input values which are same for both conditions are presented and the variation in the effect
due to
design variation in the system can be presented as follows. The Shear strength of HSS M2
Tool employed for metal cutting has the value of 100 N/
.[11] The values of shear stress acting
on tapping tool with diametrical flexibility are found to be lower than the shear strength of High Speed
Steel employed for generation of internal threads and thus validates the design as safe.
Table.no.2. Torque on Solid Tapping Tool
Property

Tool
Material
Shear
strength of
HSS in N/
Work
material
Boundary
condition
Torque on
tool (in Nm)
Maximum
principle
stress on
tap in N/

Tapping tool with diametrical
flexibility
M24
M26
M28
HSS
HSS
HSS

100

100

100

Aluminium Aluminiu
m
Fixed
Fixed
support on support on
top
top
4.7068
5.09912

Aluminium

1.768

1.2696

1.5351

Fixed
support on
top
5.2952
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Table.no.3. Torque on Tapping Tool with diametrical flexibility
Property
Tool Material
Shear
Strength of
HSS in N/
Work
material
Boundary
condition
Torque on
tool (in Nmm)
Maximum
principle
stress on tap
in N/

M24
HSS

Solid Tapping tool
M26
M28
HSS
HSS

100

100

100

Aluminiu
-m
Fixed
support
on top
4.7068

Aluminiu
m
Fixed
support on
top
5.09912

Aluminiu
m
Fixed
support on
top
5.2952

1.73

1.477

1.370

Max
Principle
stress in
N/mm2

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Stress on
solid tap
Stress on
collapsibl
e tap

Torque in
N-mm

Conclusion
Thus it can be inferred that this paper projects a work to show that an adaptation in conventional design
of tapping tool geometry can be employed to save the time of machining and energy involved in each
operation of tapping by providing the diametrical flexibility to the tapping tool by mechanism of
actuation modeled in CAD tool. The evaluation of tapping torque and relevant shear stress by using FEA
technique and comparing it with the standard maximum principal stress acting on conventional tapping
employing High Speed Steel shows that tapping tool with diametrical flexibility is achieving the saving
in time of operation and energy and at the same time it is under the safe zone of maximum principal
stress acting on it. Thus the mechanism can be efficiently applied for tapping operation
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